Color the pictures that begin with the letter F.
Circle all the letters F.
Color the F’s and f’s red.
Draw a path from start to finish by following the letter F.

start

```
R F K J v f F f u S d U
E f d f f F U F d a l m
E F D F E e Y f D A w o
E f F F f E m K F Y e E e
l a H m x D F f E e X r
r f m Q y d f z c C T E
G U q T e E F e E A i s
a d J G I f f c F F f e
T d T d e F t a f d F j
f K F f F f A d F B f n
c d F E y D D e F G F f
R z f F f F F f t u f
i o L e e M A C c S F f
L v Z n t x r J z M f G
```
Trace the letters!

F is for finger

1 2
F
3
Trace the letters!

f is for fan

Name:

Easy Peasy Learners
Color all the letters F.

Find a brown leaf.

The butterfly flew away.

I gave a gift to Frank.